
 

Ghost Town USA’s 
Guide to the License Plates of 

ARIZONA 
Arizona, popularly known as The Grand 

Canyon State became the 48th state on 

February 14, 1912, just a little over one 

month after New Mexico was admitted to 

the Union.  Arizona’s license plate history 

reaches back to those first days, and the 

first state-issued plate was a white on 

blue, embossed steel plate.   

 

From 1914 through 1942, the state issued 

plates annually, varying the colors, size 

and design.  The 1932-1934 issues were 

groundbreaking in their design as the 

plates were made of Arizona-mined 

copper, but due to the softness and 

weight of the metal, had a tendency to 

fall of the vehicles.  As a result, the 

state returned to a steel plate in 1935.   

 

 

 
 

 

 

In the depths of World War II, the 

state followed the lead of most of the 

other states not performing a general 

reissue of plates.  Instead, all registrants 

received a windshield sticker, which was 

affixed to the windshield of the vehicle.  

In 1944, this was repeated. 

 

In 1945, the state again reissued new 

plates, but in 1946 repeated with 

windshield stickers.  This began a cycle of 

new base plates being issued every few 

years, with the annual renewals being 

made with small metal tabs (through 

1955) or stickers, a practice that 

continues through today.   

 

The first long-term, “permanent” plate 

issued by the state occurred in 1973, 

with the green on copper colored 1973-

dated base plate.  As the ABC-123 

format was begun with the two-year 1959 

base, the serials began at PAA-001.  In 

1974, renewals moved from a year-end 

renewal period to a staggered monthly 

cycle.  Initial renewals at the end of 1974 

ranged from 7 to 18 months (July 1975 

through June 1976). 

 

In March of 1980, a new reflective white 

on maroon, undated, permanent base was 

introduced for new registrants OR others 

wanting the new permanent base.  The 

serials on this base began at AAA-001 

and continued forward.  By 1996, the 

series reached into the N** series and  



 

began approaching the starting PAA 

serial of the 1973 base, which was still 

valid.  A change was needed, and the 

state actually had made the first step 

several years previously when they called 

an end to renewals of the 1973 base, 

whose last renewal year ended in 1992. 

 

 
 

In November 1996, a new undated, 

embossed, graphic base was issued with 

the now familiar desert scene.  Those 

serials began at 001-AAA and moved 

forward into the Z** series, skipping a 

few series such as I, O and Q.   

 

 As Arizona had become one of the 

fastest growing states, that base was 

used up quickly and another change was 

needed.   

 

 
 

In 2007, the graphic desert base was 

redesigned slightly by using a flat, non-

embossed plate.  The serial was also 

flipped to allow for continued growth.  It 

added a digit to a seven digit ABC1234 

format without any separators between 

the letters and numbers. 

 

Arizona is one of the few states where 

registrations can now be made up to five 

years at a time, so registrations through 

2019 are seen.   

 

Currently (2014) the undated 1980 

maroon base, undated 1996 embossed 

desert base and the flat 2007 desert 

base are all still valid, even though some 

of the older ones are starting to look a 

little ratty! 

 

Both Arizona and New Mexico celebrated 

their centennials in 2012 with the 

issuance of colorful plates.   

 

  

This ARIZONA page will continue to grow 

as I add photos and additional pages 

showing some of the colorful variety of 

license plates issued by the Grand Canyon 

State! 

 

ALTERNATIVE FUEL VEHICLES 

COLLEGIATE 

OPTIONAL GRAPHICS 

VETERANS / DISABLED VETERANS 

 

 

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

Also visit: Ghost Town USA’s 

 

Home Page | Site Map | Ghost Town Listings | On The Road Again 

Photo Gallery | Treasure Legends 

CURRENT Ghost Town of the Month | PAST Ghost Towns of the Month 

Ghost Towner's Code of Ethics | Publications | Genealogy Pages | License Plate Collecting 

 

 

A few LINKS to outside webpages: 

Ghost Towns | Treasure Hunting | License Plate Collecting | Genealogy 
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